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COMMANDO
UPGRADING THE DIGITAL DRIVING ERA,
HERE WE GO!
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Benin

ADD: Plateforme Industrielle d'Adetikope(PIA) - Annexe
sur la nationale N-1 Adetikope,Tsevie,Lome-Togo

ADD: Glo-Djigbe Industrial Zone(GDIZ) Akpakpa PK3
Industriel area(Zone Industriel),TF 2732,Cotonou,Benin
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MAUTO ELECTRIC MOBILITY RWANDA Ltd
Nyarunga,Kicukiro,Umujyi wa Kigali,Rwanda

MAUTO ELECTRIC MOBILITY BENIN SARL

www.mautoafrica.com

Email: info@mautoafrica.com

COMMANDO, REDEFINING YOUR DRIVING ERA
In the world of COMMANDO, people and transport are not separate beings, whether for urban commuting or
for carrying people and goods, it is robust, durable, long-lasting and intimate, bringing direct beneﬁts to the
user while exploiting the intelligence of technology, human-machine connectivity and the joy of cycling in it.
A breakthrough!

DUAL BATTERY
COMPARTMENT DESIGN
For COMMANDO, We have designed a ﬂexible battery solution for
COMMANDO with 72V 27AH*2 dual removable lithium iron phosphate
batteries, with automotive grade long lasting lithium cells for long life.
The range is up to 140km at speed of 40km/h.
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(at 40km/h with 75kg driver)

VERSATILE, NOT JUST BIG
The overall dimensions of the vehicle are 2085*760*1100mm, specially matched and tuned for African
customers, with a 1405mm wheelbase for a more comfortable driving experience and a body frame that
has passed 3 million vibration tests for a more stable structure.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE
HUB MOTOR

LED HD DISPLAY
SMART WIFI SCREEN PROJECTION

Equipped with a hub motor with a maximum
power of 6500W. The top speed can reach 80km/h,
and the climbing performance is 28% (single
rider).It has programmable energy recuperation
(the motor runs in this recuperation mode). To
achieve the eﬀect of motor reverse charging.
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7-inch TFT display with Linux system, two display modes of day and night (automatic switching),
OBD fault reminder, tire pressure monitoring.
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CONVERSION EFFICIENCY

SMART CONTROLLING
UNIT (FOC)
COMMANDO’s proprietary FOC controllers
dynamically manage powerful motors, providing
smooth acceleration and an incredible riding
experience. Optimized performance conversions
up to 90%.

NAVIGATION INFORMATION

APP INTELLIGENT
INTERCONNECTION

BMS BATTERY MANAGEMENT
The battery is equipped with BMS battery management
system and connected with low energy-consumption
bluetooth, to locate the battery at any moment, so that
it’s possible to achieve the maximum lifetime and
performance by point-to-point positioning control, as well
as the intelligent monitoring and management to cells.

Through the powerful data and connection
capability of the ECU, it provides 17 types
of vehicle condition information such as
smart housekeeper of vehicle condition,
vehicle location, riding track, vehicle
status, and power statistics.

CBS BRAKING SYSTEM
ECU INTEGRATED
WITH GPS
POSITIONING SYSTEM
The vehicle could realize remote upgrade, with
Automotive class CAN protocol, connected with
GPS/IOT, geofencing, and automatic alarm
device in order to make sure of the safety for
drivers and vehicles.

The CBS braking system will reasonably distribute the
braking force to the front and rear brake discs, greatly
shorten the braking distance, and ensure the safety of
braking under normal riding.

